
From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

20-Apr-17 3:51 PM

STEPHANIE DION; '

RE: IMSI media follow up question from CBC . y j [/^ O/p

agreed

'~^'r c- .From:

Sent: 20-Apr-17 3:43 PM

To:
Cc: .

Subject: RE: IMSI media follow up que^ldh from CBC. /A/^ ■^O

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer
~ ^ "S" p/ ''O/y S^/\/,

"v ),'

Thank you all for your input and clarification. Here are the final liiTeis that will be sertt up to the ADE,ADP,ADL, and DDO.

Thx

ie'S(

1) Why was use of the devices suspended in January 2017? (What's the issue? Rationale? What precipitated it? Was
it at all related to)

The policy and procedures for use of MDI devices to support CSIS operations is under internal review. The use of the
devices was suspended until the recommendations of the review are completed.

2) How frequently have these devices been used by CSIS? (I appreciate hard numbers may not be possible... but is it
infrequently, frequently... daily/24/7 at fixed installations...?)

3) As you've acknowledged, CSIS doesn't require warrants every time this technology is deployed. Can you give me a
sense (or #'s?!) on how frequently or infrequently MDI's are used without a warrant?
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4) What's the difference of when a warrant is sought - versus not? (I suspect CSIS does not obtain a warrant to simply
collect and identify IMSI/IMEI numbers.... but may need a warrant for Tracking a specific device? But I'm guessing here
... and I'd welcome some insight, or a background chat).

CSIS will apply for warrants where it is required to do so because of the manner and the degree in which an
investigation investigative technique may intrude upon the privacy of a person. In all cases, the Service would also rely

on the authority to conduct investigations that is provided by the CSIS Act, including in particular section 12. For

operational reasons the Service is not in a position to further discuss how or why we use this technology.

5) Lastly, can you confirm that the data (including associated data) collected using MDI's has in the past been retained
and inserted into the Operational Data Analysis Centre?

Data, including associated data, collected using MDls has not been retained for analysis by the Operational Data
Analysis Centre.
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CBC Investigates

Someone is spying on cellphones in the nation's capital

A CBC/Radlo-Canada invaatigaaon haa found caltphona trackart at work naar Partlament Hill and embasslaa

By Catherine Cullen, Brigitte Bureau, CBC News Posted: Apr 03, 2017 5:00 PM ET Last Updated: Apr
03, 2017 6:02 PM ET

A months-long CBC News/Radio-Canada investigation has revealed that someone is using devices that

track and spy on cellphones in the area around Parliament Hill.

The devices are known as IMSI catchers and have been used by Canadian poiice and security

authorities, foreign intelligence and even organized crime.

• RCMP can spy on your cellphone, court records reveal

• Federal officials approved Winnipeg police efforts to buv spying devices

• Vancouver poiice admit using StinqRav cellphone trackers: BGCLA

The devices, sometimes known by the brand name of one model, StingRay, work by mimicking a
cellphone tower to interact with nearby phones and read the unique ID associated with the phone — the
International Mobile Subscriber Identity, or IMSI.

That number can then be used to track the phone and by extension the phone's user. In some instances,
IMSI catchers can even be used to gain access to a phone's text messages and listen in on cails.

At the heart of Canadian government

To do the investigation, our joumalists used a device that detects iMSI catchers created by the German

company GSMK. Whiie it looks like a regular cellphone, the CryptoPhone emits an alert when a fake
cellphone antenna Intercepts its signal.

Media in the United States, Norway and Australia have done similar tests, but this Is the first time it's
been used by a media outlet in Canada.

During tests in December and January, the CryptoPhone set off alerts at locations around Parliament Hill,
including the nearby Byward Market, the Rideau Centre shopping mall and CBC offices in downtown
Ottawa.

Because IMSI catchers have a radius of about half a kilometre in an urban setting, the IMSI catchers

CBC detected could reach territory including Parliament Hill, the Prime Minister's Office in Langevin
Block, National Defence headquarters, as well as the U.S. and Israeli embassies.

We then used even more sophisticated equipment called an Overwatch Sensor that confirmed the
presence of an IMSi catcher close to Parliament Hill.

Who is behind it?

We wanted to know more about who might be using the IMSi catcher or catchers that we detected, so we
asked the U.S. supplier of the CryptoPhone to analyze the alerts we were getting.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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ESD America specializes in counterintelligence and its clients include U.S. Homeland Security.

"Consistently you've been seeing IMSI catcher activity, definitely," said CEO and co-founder Les
Goldsmith, when we took our results to the company's Las Vegas office.

•■'c-

We described the part of the dty in which we detected the IMSI catchers — full of politicians, political
staffers and civil servants.

"Somebody could be listening to calls right now and [the phone owners] have no idea," he said.

As for who might be behind it. Goldsmith says IMSI catchers are used by law enforcement, federal
agencies as well as organized crime and foreign intelligence.

Based on the configurations suggested by CBC's results, he believes the IMSI catchers detected in
Ottawa could be foreign made.

"We're seeing more IMSI catchers with different configurations and we can build a signature. So we're
seeing IMSI catchers that are more likely Chinese, Russian, Israeli and so forth," he said.

Foreign spies?

We also showed our results to an expert in Canadian security.

He knows a lot about IMSI catchers and comes from a Canadian security agency. We agreed to conceal
his identity in order not to jeopardize that security work.

The expert found the results of our investigation disturbing.

"That an MP or a person who works on Parliament Hill could be exposed, that they could be a victim of
this type of attack— it undermines our sovereignty," he said.

Based on his experience, he sees two very different potential explanations for the results. One domestic,
the other foreign.

He said Russia has used IMSI catchers in Canada before.

"We learned that Russian intelligence was parked near CSIS with equipment on board to do IMSI
catching. After X number of days or weeks, they're capable of identifying the IMSI numbers that belong to
intelligence officers because the phones were spending eight hours a day in the same spot."

He said when the Russians would do their next clandestine operation, they would use an IMSI catcher to
see if any of the numbers associated with Canadian intelligence were nearby. If there were, they would
call off the operation.

The Russian Embassy rejects any allegation that Russians have used IMSI catchers in Ottawa.

"Any suggestions as to that kind of activities are bogus and baseless," said an embassy spokesperson.

A representative from the Chinese Embassy told us it was "not only unreasonable but even irresponsible"
to suggest that country would be involved in the activity.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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Israel said it had no knowledge of the issue, and the United States declined to comment.

Canadian spies?

Our security expert suggested the IMSl catchers we saw might be the work of a domestic agency, like
Canada's electronic spy agency, the Communication Security Establishment. ^

"One possibility is that the Communications Security Establishment has been mandated to monitor the
network for protection purposes, in a defensive way," he said.

CSE said it's not allowed to do that. ;,, ■' /x

"To be clear, by law, CSE is not permitted to direct its activities at Canadians anywhere or at anyone in
Canada," a spokesperson said in a statement, adding that CSE respects the law.

Police use of IMSl catchers

Last June it was revealed the RCMP uses IMSl catchers in its work. A Quebec Superior Court lifted a
publication ban to reveal police were using the technology as part of an investigation into the 2011 death
of Salvatore (Sal the Ironworker) Montagna, a high-ranking member of a New York crime family killed
outside Montreal.

Court documents show the RCMP:

• Purchased its first IMSl catcher in 2005.

• Has used IMSl catchers in numerous investigations.
• Keeps information about the cellphones of ordinary Canadians detected in the course of some

Investigations.
• Recognizes phones may be affected while an IMSl catcher is in use, including possible delays in

reaching 911.

The documents also show the RCMP obtained court authorization to use the IMSl catcher, which the
RCMP refer to as a mobile device interceptor, or MDI.

Recent court proceedings may also shed light on the degree to which police are reluctant to discuss their
use of the devices. Last month, lawyers for the federal government issued stays of proceedings against
three dozen suspects out of the nearly 50 people rounded up in an operation targeting the Montreal
Mafia.

A Crown prosecutor told reporters one of the reasons was that evidence gathered by the RCMP raised
"unprecedented legal questions," but declined to say more.

Some privacy experts tielieve the Crown is concerned about whether their use of IMSl catchers —
including debates about how the data is collected — will hold up in court.

• Prosecutions against dozens of suspected mobsters halted
• Edmonton police backtrack on StrinqRav surveillance statement

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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Municipal police forces use the technology as well. The Vancouver police have acknowledged they

borrowed an RCMP IMSI catcher in 2007 and said they would use the technology again.

CBC News obtained documents showing that in 2016, Winnipeg police, Durham Regional Police, Ontario
Provincial Police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service had also gotten a licence from federal

public safety officials to purchase an IMSI catcher.

Who is using IMSI catchers in Ottawa?

We reached out to police, security agencies, embassies and the federal government to ask if they were
involved in the IMSI catchers we detected.

The Department of National Defence said it had no knowledge of IMSI catchers being used on the dates
we saw activity.

The Department of Public Safety, the Ottawa Police Service, the RCMP and CSIS all gave similar
responses; They don't discuss specific investigative techniques but they do follow the law, respect the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and adhere to the appropriate judicial processes.

The detection of the devices is troubling to Teresa Scassa, Canada Research Chair in Information Law at

the University of Ottawa.

Even if the technology is being used by public authorities, Scassa sees reason to be concerned.

She points to a lack of transparency if Canadians are only learning in 2017 that the RCMP has had an
IMSI catcher since 2005.

She also said it's not clear whether the authorities always get a warrant. Even when they do, there are
still questions about what happens to the information of other people caught up in the investigation,
Scassa said.

"Is it destroyed? Is it retained? Is it used for other purposes? It's not always clear that warrants contain
conditions that require something specific to be done with the information afterwards."

Given that many groups may have access to IMSI catchers, Scassa argues there is a lot more the
government could be doing to protect Canadians' privacy.

She believes agencies that use IMSI catchers should be required to get a warrant whenever the devices
are used, destroy information that is intercepted but not related to the investigation and to report to the
privacy commissioner about some key pieces of information, like how often they are used and in what
context.
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%  ,
21.Apr.l711:30 AM

ADP/ADE approved response to CBC ^ "-'iC) Kc-

Classification: Unclassified

Classification: Non-classifie

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

As discussed, please move the following to on the network.

Thanks,

1) Why was use of the devices suspended in January 2017?

The policy and procedures for use of MDI devices to support CSIS operations is under internal review. The use of the

devices was suspended until the recommendations of the review are completed.

2) How frequently have these devices been used by CSIS? (I appreciate hard numbers may not be possible... but is it
infrequently, frequently... daily/24/7 at fixed installations...?)

For operational security reasons, CSIS is not prepared to elaborate further on how frequently this technology is used.

3) As you've acknowledged, CSIS doesn't require warrants every time this technology is deployed. Can you give me a
sense (or #'s?!) on how frequently or infrequently MDI's are used without a warrant?
4) What's the difference of when a warrant is sought - versus not? (I suspect CSIS does not obtain a warrant to simply
collect and identify IMSI/IMEI numbers.... but may need a warrant for Tracking a specific device? But I'm guessing here
... and I'd welcome some insight, or a background chat).

CSIS will apply for warrants where it is required to do so because of the manner and the degree in which an
investigation may intrude upon the privacy of a person. In all cases, the Service would also rely on the authority to

conduct investigations that is provided by the CSIS Act, including in particular section 12. For operational security
reasons, the Service is not in a position to further discuss how or why we use this technology.

5) Lastly, can you confirm that the data (including associated data) collected using MDI's has in the past been retained
and inserted into the Operational Data Analysis Centre?

Data collected using MDIs has not been provided to the Operational Data Analysis Centre for analysis.
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DG, Communications
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From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Attachments:

18-Apr-17 9:53 AM

FW: Emailing: 26776_SIRC Question 455.00_CSIS's Activities Involving IMSI Catching
Technology

26776_SIRC Question 455.00_CSIS's Activities Involving IMSI Catching Technology.pdf

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

FYI, question from SIRC re. IMSI.

Can you please put together all of our responses to CBC's into one email?

DG, Communications

Original Message ^A/i>.
From:

Sent: 18-Apr-17 9:28 AM

To:

Subject: FW: Emailing: 26776_SIRC Question 4SS.00_CSIS's Activities lny,Qlying JMSj Catching Technology

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

Hi

You may have already received a copy of this research question from SIRC, however I am sending it along just in case
you haven't (or haven't yet). We will be following up on our end with and other Service stakeholders to provide a
response to SIRC.

Let me know if you have any questions,

From:

Original Message-~-G'o^,'^ ^
Sent: 13-Apr-17 3:04 PM

To:

Cc: "V

Subject: FW: Emailing: 26776_SIRC Question 4S5.00_CSIS's Activities Involving IMSI Catching Technology

3103(93/01)



Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

■

I had given you a heads up, but here is the official request from SIRC on IMSI. Doesn't look too complicated to me (but
feel free to tell me otherwise).

- are you able to answer bullet 1 or tell me who would be the right point person? i v, ^ ■

''O'v
- can you answer bullet 2? 'fo

DD: Friday April 21 COB

Thanks!

'^AT, '0/

3103(93/01)



Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

Good afternoon, ;p ^S/o
'^0,,^. ^

With the current Media attention on the subject.
p. :^C7-:%

Could you please review the attached and provide comments from each of your areas bf interest on the file.

List of CCs - please provide input if you have advice...

Assistant Director Operations Enablement (ADE)

Directeur Adjoint Soutien des operations (DAS) &y

'"'ior'-es

:P/o7PP'Pffl,,
"^/■/A. ^^C:a^O

"•OS-A

%4i '0/ <0/
'^^5'
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UNCALSSIFIED

April 7, 2017

MEDIA LINES - CELL-SITE SIMULATORS

1) The Canadian Security Intelligence Service is mandated to investigate activities which

may, on reasonable grounds, be suspected of posing a threat to the security of Canada.

2) In order to fulfill its mandate, CSIS collects and analyzes threat-related information to

produce a variety of reports which are used to advise the Government of Canada about

such threats.

3) The number of terrorism-related threats, the speed at which they evolve, and the use of

technology, has created some very real and complicated challenges for the Service.

4) During the conduct of our investigations, the Service uses a variety of methods, under

its lawful authorities. These are conducted in accordance with the CSIS Act, Ministerial

Directives, robust internal policies, and, when required, a warrant by the Federal Court.

5) As indicated by our Minister, the Service uses technology, sometimes described in the

media as "IMSI Grabbers", "Cell Site Simulators" or "Mobile Device Identifiers" under its

lawful authorities in support of investigations.

6) For operational security reasons CSIS is not prepared to elaborate further on how this

technology is used as this risks providing our subjects of interest with knowledge to help

circumvent our capabilities.

^^5

"o/v
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From:

Sent: 13-Apr-17 11:17 AM

Subject: Revised response re. IMSI follow up r > '-/^o 'Oa,

Classification; Secret La

Classification: Secret S/ /r''-!^^/\iJ^^L
OA,Not for PA / Ne pas ciasser

With regard to the reporter's question about whether CSIS uses these devices to capture content of the

communications and whether that is done under warrant, I would suggest the following:

•  As the Minister has indicated, Canadian agencies use this technology in compliance with the law and lawful
authorities.

• Without disclosing operational methods, I can say that CSIS, in determining the use of such investigative
techniques, either relies on the authority that is provided by section 12 of the CSIS Act, or apply for a
warrant to the Federal Court pursuant to section 21 of the Act.

DG, Communications

"oa-

iO/
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I  ■

From: o c V

Sent: 6-Apr-17 11:09 AM

Cc: "^^^C>/\y~' ̂ ■/'</'^
Subject: Draft response to PCO O/:^

C' ■'

Or, '-Vq '0^9'^-

Classification: Secret 'M
Classification: Secret
Not for PA / Ne pas classer

~^0/^/GA^r _

HI - here is the suggested response to PCO's request. i

clarify with

l '0.\t Seo,,

Trying to

3103(93/01)



From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Classification: Confidential

Classification: Confidentiel

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

5-Apr-17 4:53 PM

RE: Committee Card

Ci

p.,

'OA^'^oi^-9: Sr..

Thanks!

From:

Sent: 5-Apr-17 4:47 PM
To:

Cc:

Subject: RE: Committee Card '^,9^

Classification: Confidential

Classification: Confidentiel /9^. "^5 '^/S
Not for PA / Ne pas classer ^ >

side to address. I passed him the relevant info.

■  ' sO/ "'(jA \

Hi,

Yes, we can leave to

From:

Sent: 5-Apr-17 4:23 PM
To:

Cc:

Subject: Committee Card

Classification: Confidential

Classification: Confidentiel

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

Hi

is well up to speed on IMSI, but I understand that ADE has begun to write some lines

So as not to duplicate efforts or get out ahead of the Exec, perhaps it would be useful to see how that shapes
up and align accordingly? 'J7 1

''o
Let me know.

a,:[^a

4 •  'U.

'^'4^ ̂ O/ Q ^0/

%
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CBC Investigates

Someone is spying on cellphones in the nation's capital

A CBC/Radlo-Canada invastigation has found caltphone trackers at work near Partlamsnt Hill and embassies

By Catherine Cullen, Brigitte Bureau, CBC News Posted; Apr 03, 2017 5:00 PM ET Last Updated: Apr
03, 2017 6:02 PMET

A months-long CBC News/Radio-Canada investigation has revealed that someone is using devices that
track and spy on cellphones in the area around Parliament Hill.

The devices are known as IMS! catchers and have been used by Canadian police and security

authorities, foreign Intelligence and even organized crime. ^

• ROMP can sdv on vour cellphone, court records reveal

• Federal officials approved Winnipeg police efforts to buv spvinq devices

• Vancouver police admit using StinqRav cellphone trackers: BGCLA

The devices, sometimes known by the brand name of one model, StingRay, work by mimicking a
cellphone tower to interact with nearby phones and read the unique ID associated with the phone — the

International Mobile Subscriber Identity, or IMSI.

That number can then be used to track the phone and by extension the phone's user. In some instances,
IMSI catchers can even be used to gain access to a phone's text messages and listen in on calls.

At the heart of Canadian government

To do the investigation, our journalists used a device that detects IMSI catchers created by the German

company GSMK. While it looks like a regular cellphone, the CryptoPhone emits an alert when a fake
cellphone antenna Intercepts its signal.

Media in the United States, Norway and Australia have done similar tests, but this is the first time it's
been used by a media outlet in Canada.

During tests in December and January, the CryptoPhone set off alerts at locations around Parliament Hill,
including the nearby Byward Market, the Rideau Centre shopping mall and CBC offices in downtown
Ottawa.

Because IMSI catchers have a radius of about half a kilometre in an urban setting, the IMSI catchers

CBC detected could reach territory including Parliament Hill, the Prime Minister's Office in Langevin
Block, National Defence headquarters, as well as the U.S. and Israeli embassies.

We then used even more sophisticated equipment called an Overwatch Sensor that confirmed the
presence of an IMSI catcher close to Parliament Hill.

Who is behind it?

We wanted to know more about who might be using the IMSI catcher or catchers that we detected, so we
asked the U.S. supplier of the CryptoPhone to analyze the alerts we were getting.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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ESD America specializes in counterintelligence and its clients include U.S. Homeland Security.

"Consistently you've been seeing IMSI catcher activity, definitely," said CEO and co-founder Les
Goldsmith, when we took our results to the company's Las Vegas office.

We described the part of the city in which we detected the IMSI catchers — full of politicians, political

staffers and civil servants.

"Somebody could be listening to calls right now and [the phone owners] have no idea," he said.

As for who might be behind it. Goldsmith says IMSI catchers are used by law enforcement, federal
agencies as well as organized crime and foreign intelligence.

Based on the configurations suggested by CBC's results, he believes the IMSI catchers detected in

Ottawa could be foreign made.

"We're seeing more IMSI catchers with different configurations and we can build a signature. So we're

seeing IMSI catchers that are more likely Chinese, Russian, Israeli and so forth," he said.

Foreign spies?

We also showed our results to an expert in Canadian security.

He knows a lot about IMSI catchers and comes from a Canadian security agency. We agreed to conceal

his identity in order not to jeopardize that security work.

The expert found the results of our investigation disturbing.

'That an MP or a person who works on Parliament Hill could be exposed, that they could be a victim of

this type of attack— it undermines our sovereignty," he said.

Based on his experience, he sees two very different potential explanations for the results. One domestic,
the other foreign.

He said Russia has used IMSI catchers in Canada before.

"We learned that Russian intelligence was parked near CSIS with equipment on board to do IMSI

catching. After X number of days or weeks, they're capable of identifying the IMSI numbers that belong to
intelligence officers because the phones were spending eight hours a day in the same spot."

He said when the Russians would do their next clandestine operation, they would use an IMSI catcher to
see if any of the numbers associated with Canadian intelligence were nearby. If there were, they would
call off the operation.

The Russian Embassy rejects any allegation that Russians have used IMSI catchers in Ottawa.

"Any suggestions as to that kind of activities are bogus and baseless," said an embassy spokesperson.

A representative from the Chinese Embassy told us it was "not only unreasonable but even irresponsible"
to suggest that country would be involved in the activity.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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Israel said it had no knowledge of the issue, and the United States declined to comment.

Canadian spies?

Our security expert suggested the IMSI catchers we saw might be the work of a domestic agency, nkfe y.
Canada's electronic spy agency, the Communication Security Establishment.

"One possibility is that the Communications Security Establishment has been mandated to monitor the

network for protection purposes, in a defensive way," he said.

CSE said it's not allowed to do that. '

"To be clear, by law, CSE is not permitted to direct its activities at Canadians anywhere or at anyone in

Canada," a spokesperson said in a statement, adding that CSE respects the law.

Police use of IMSI catchers

Last June it was revealed the RCMP uses IMSI catchers in its work. A Quebec Superior Court iifted a

pubiication ban to reveal police were using the technology as part of an investigation into the 2011 death

of Salvatore (Sai the ironworker) Montagna, a high-ranking member of a New York crime family killed

outside Montreal.

Court documents show the RCMP:

• Purchased its first IMSI catcher in 2005. ^
• Has used IMSI catchers in numerous investigations.
• Keeps information about the cellphones of ordinary Canadians detected in the course of some
investigations.

• Recognizes phones may be affected while an IMSI catcher is in use, including possible delays in

reaching 911.

The documents also show the RCMP obtained court authorization to use the iMSi catcher, which the

RCMP refer to as a mobile device interceptor, or MDI.

Recent court proceedings mav also shed light on the degree to which police are reluctant to discuss their
use of the devices. Last month, lawyers for the federal government issued stays of proceedings against
three dozen suspects out of the nearly 50 people rounded up in an operation targeting the Montreal

Mafia.

A Crown prosecutor told reporters one of the reasons was that evidence gathered by the RCMP raised
"unprecedented legal questions," but declined to say more.

Some privacy experts believe the Crown is concerned about whether their use of IMSI catchers —
including debates about how the data is collected — will hold up in court.

• Prosecutions against dozens of suspected mobsters halted

• Edmonton police backtrack on StrinoRav surveillance statement

http.7/www.cbc.ca/news/politics/imsi-cellphones-spying-ottawa-1.4050049 4/5/2017
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Municipal police forces use the technology as well. The Vancouver police have acknowledged they
borrowed an RCMP IMSl catcher in 2007 and said they would use the technology again.

CBC News obtained documents showing that in 2016, Winnipeg police, Durham Regional Police, Ontario
Provincial Police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service had also gotten a licence from federal
public safety officials to purchase an IMSl catcher.

Who is using IMSl catchers in Ottawa?

We reached out to police, security agencies, embassies and the federal government to ask if they were
involved in the IMS! catchers we detected.

The Department of National Defence said it had no knowledge of IMSl catchers being used on the dates
we saw activity.

The Department of Public Safety, the Ottawa Police Service, the RCMP and CSIS all gave similar
responses; They don't discuss specific investigative techniques but they do follow the law, respect the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and adhere to the appropriate judicial processes.

The detection of the devices is troubling to Teresa Scassa, Canada Research Chair in Information Law at
the University of Ottawa.

Even if the technology is being used by public authorities, Scassa sees reason to be concerned.

She points to a lack of transparency if Canadians are only learning in 2017 that the RCMP has had an
IMSl catcher since 2005.

She also said it's not clear whether the authorities always get a warrant. Even when they do, there are
still questions about what happens to the information of other people caught up in the investigation,
Scassa said.

"Is it destroyed? Is it retained? Is it used for other purposes? It's not always clear that warrants contain
conditions that require something specific to be done with the information afterwards."

Given that many groups may have access to IMSl catchers, Scassa argues there is a lot more the
government could be doing to protect Canadians' privacy.

She believes agencies that use IMSl catchers should be required to get a warrant whenever the devices
are used, destroy information that is intercepted but not related to the investigation and to report to the
privacy commissioner about some key pieces of information, like how often they are used and in what
context.
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From:

Sent: Tuesday, April 4, 2017 6:06 PM

To:

Subject: Transcript: Pre-Question Period Scrum with Public Safety Minister Ralph Goodale - 2017-04-04 (Service
mentions)

DATE/DATE:

April 4, 2017 (Before Question Period) ^ O'A/r.

LOCATICENORCT:■.WVrAM IVyi^/E^I>ILyr\\./l I . 'Dy^ ^ •nTV 7" C
Foyer, House of Commons, OTTAWA, ON//r, 0/y

PRINC1PAL(S)/PRINCIPAUX: ^ r. ^
Hon. Ralph Goodale, Minister of Public Safety ^La / a
SUBJECT/SUJET:
Scrum before Question Period with Minister of Public Safety Ralph Goodale; Cq^

Question: Minister Goodale. Hello.

Hon. Ralph Goodale; Hello.

Question: Hi there, sir. So we were interested to know what you can tell us about who's using IMSI Catchers in Ottawa?

Hon. Ralph Goodale: Well, I had the opportunity earlier today to speak with both RCMP Commissioner Bob Paulson and
CSIS Director Michel Coulombe, and they confirmed for me two things. First of all, while we do not provide running
commentaries on operational matters. The activity that was reported last evening does not, I repeat, does not involve a
Canadian agency like the RCMP or CSIS. And secondly, those activities are now under active investigation by both the
RCMP and CSIS.

Like most police and security services worldwide, the Canadian agencies do have this technology but that technology is
used only in compliance with the law and lawful authorities. Both CSIS and the RCMP have the legal and privacy issues
that are involved here under active ongoing assessment and reassessment to ensure that in a field where technology is
rapidly changing all the time, that our Canadian agencies like CSIS and the RCMP are always staying squarely within the
four corners of the law.

Question: So if it's not a Canadian agency doing it, it's someone else.

Hon. Ralph Goodale: That's what we're investigating. /
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Question: So are you concerned? What are your preoccupations?

Hon. Ralph Goodale: Obviously, we are very anxious to determine who lies at the source of this activity, and that's why
both CSiS and the RCMP are investigating.

Question: Sir, do you have indications whether it might be organized crime within Canada or for an intelligence?

Hon. Ralph Goodale: At this stage, that would just be speculation on my part. We want to make sure that we get to the
bottom of this and find out the facts and the RCMP and CSiS are in the best position to do that.

Question: How concerned are you personally about this? Talk to us about the privacy implications of this? It's in this
area that seems to me that it would be something quite serious. Where is your mind on that?

Hon. Ralph Goodale: Weil, the, both the legal issues and the privacy issues are very important in this issue and to me
generally in the operations of my department. It's very important to make sure that we're properly respecting Canadians'
rights and freedoms, including their privacy rights. And that, that is an ongoing priority for, for me and i will be very
respectful of those considerations.

Question: Mr. Minister though, we know that in the past, the RCMP, for instance, has used many times IMSi
Catchers. Some people are asking for greater transparency from the federal government. For instance, federal agencies
should, according to these experts, report to the Privacy Commissioner, for instance. We should know more about the
use of these machines that are very invasive, these experts say.

Hon. Ralph Goodale: Weil, in relation to the RCMP, obviously when they propose to use this technology, they need to
obtain the proper legal authority for doing so. And the terms and conditions upon which the technology can be used is
laid out in those authorizations. The RCMP has also been subject to an examination by the Privacy Commissioner to
ensure that the way in which they use the technology is consistent with the privacy rights of Canadians.

The Privacy Commissioner has a very important role to play as the parliamentary watchdog in this regard.

Sorry, just one, just one more question, then i got to get inside.

Question: In terms of protection right now, sir, is there anything that you, your agencies, anyone can do to ensure that
the information of parliamentarians. National Defence, embassies are being protected right now?

Hon. Ralph Goodale: This is why both the RCMP and CSIS are investigating this matter to make sure we get to the
bottom of it and determine who exactly conducted this act.

I got to get in. I'll be (inaudible).

30-
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From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

20-Apr-17 9:24 AM

FW: FYI: ER&L NPO- SIRC IMSI

FYI: ER&L NPO- SIRC IMSI Question

Follow up

Completed

'''O/VrOrj ^cr^o/^

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

I have been going by the official request you provided from SIRC and not the details in your NPO.

'Sa
DG

NHQ

From:

Sent: 20-Apr-17 8:12 AM
To:

Subject: RE: FYI : ER&L NPO- SIRC IMSI

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

—^ /'/Oo

°%rOin,OOA;J^^0/ c ^0/

We should make sure that we're an's\^ring the correct question.

'0 7-,_^Ca,'V'V/1//- ■ ^ ''-'1/ / ̂Nhr
Assistant Director Operations Enablement (ADE)i^CA ''O/9
Directeur Adjoint Soutien de^o^erqtjons (D^S^

'■O/sf°40 Oi
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From:

Sent: IQ-Aor-i? 1:30 PM
To:

Subject: RE: FYI: ER&L NPO- SIRCIMSI Question . w ^

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer * '^ '. : ^Oa/^ Ol/ r . '' V - ' O/^

Classification: Secret

is in receipt of the question from SIRC and have been asked to provide a response by COB this Friday.
/

'Gc:
The question we have been asked to answer is: v ' -

will circulate our draft response for ADE review prior to release to

DG

J^A/o

From: / ~
Sent: 19-Apr-17 12:46 PM ,^<^9 / ^

Subject: FYI : ER&L NPO- SIRC IMSI Questie#^Q^ 5C;C;>„ ^^/Q/v

Classification: Secret /^c- ^0
Classification: Secret Cn /
Not for PA / Ne pas classer '^T/r\ Si

Of interest:

SUBJECT

CSIS' Activities involving IMSI-Catching Technology- New SIRC Question

UNIT/SECTION/THEME

ER&L Review

ISSUE

ER&L is in receipt of a new question from SIRC Members related to recent media reporting on the
alleged use of IMSI catching devices in Ottawa. The Committee is interested in learning what prior

^■ knowledge CSIS may have had of the allegations raised by CBC news on IMSI catching being used
'  '' around Parliament Hill,

action

ER&L has contacted relevant st^ehpldersln^prHer to provide a response to SIRC.
^5'

5'
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Executive Assistant / Chef De Cabinet , /O^
ADE - Ops Enablement / DAS - Soutien des operations 0[/-

'' '°4,o ° >

^o,

'O'V

<0//'0%^ 40/
"'OA,

Cpo
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From: , /S,
Sent: 19-Apr-1712:46 PM v "

To:

Subject: FYI: ER&L NPO-SIRCIMSI Question ^

Attachments: ADP NPO 2017 04 20 - External Review Liaison.docx J^V C'T" ^^0/9

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer ^5

Of interest:

SUBJECT

CSIS' Activities Involving IMSI-Catching Technology- New SIRC Question

UNIT/SECTION/THEME

ER&L Review

ISSUE

ER&L is in receipt of a new question from SIRC Members related to recent media reporting on the

alleged use of IMSI catching devices in Ottawa. The Committee is interested in learning what prior

knowledge CSIS may have had of the allegations raised by CBC news on IMSI catching being used

around Parliament Hill,

ACTION

ER&L has contacted relevant stakeholders in order to provide a response to SIRC.

Executive Assistant / Chef De Cabinet

ADE - Ops Enablement / DAS - Soutien des operations

'"""Sfes
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NATIONAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW (NPO):
Weekly Highlights

SECRET

FILE#^|

The National Program Overview (NPO) is intended to inform the Executive of program activities.

External Revien> and Liaison 2017 04 20

HIGHLIGHTS

SUBJECT
■'/O- --'.'7/:

■' "■■■'cc/

UNIT / SECTION / I HEME
ER&L

O/v,

Page I 1
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NATIONAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW (NPO): SECRET

Weekly Highlights FILE #111^1

ACTION

—ii. . ,.'

SUBJECT

CSIS' Activities Involving IMSI-Catching Technology-TVew SIRC Question -

UNIT / SECTION / THEME

ER&L Review
iO/

ISSUE

ER&L is in receipt of a new question from SIRC Members related to recent media reporting on
the alleged use of IMSI catching devices in Ottawa. The Committee is interested in learning
what prior knowledge CSIS may have had of the allegations raised by CBC news on IMSI
catching being used around Parliament Hill, :

ACTION

^o,
L/\

%

•S'C/b

/ 'I. A'yC^.

%

^^^7/ ̂ St ^

Page 12
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From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

lO-Apr-17 12:19 PM
1-7 o '^5' V

'U

/9o>^^o.,
FW: IMSI possible corns stance 'Vc, 'S^C/-, . --m ̂  "i/z-v

Follow up

Completed

See request from DG CB.

Please take a look at the RCMP lines again and see what a parallel statement (overall) would like from us.

DG

NHQ <S1S2

'  h^''^ 1//:^

Sent; lO-Apr-17 12:07 PM
To:

Cc:

Subject: RE: IMSI possible coms stance

Classification: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer ^ L ■S

Thanks As an aside,
Will we be able to speak to any specifics with that?
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From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Classiflcation: Secret

Classification: Secret

Not for PA / Ne pas classer

lO-Apr-17 4:53 PM

RE: IMSI possible corns stance

Follow up

Completed

We have a compiled draft

report that we believe will meet the intended purposes should we be required to extend the level of detail that will be
released initially.

I will have an update for you during our bilat at 3:00 pm on Tuesday afternoon this week as it is best to discuss the detail

in person so that the information can be explained.

DG
'-'Ua , t-,

'/

S/ ^ G/
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From: £^'S (,,
Sent: 23-May-17 3:09 PM '
To:

Subject: FW: Sum of info provided to CBC re. IMSI

Fyi

From:

Sent: 23-May-17 11:43 AM
To:

Subject: FW: Sum of info provided to CBC re. IMSI

From

Sent: __ . .. ,,

to:

- cv-

As discussed, here are the Qs and our answers to the CBC on use of IMSI:

Sent: 23-May-17 11:03 AM ^
To: -c-
Subject: Sum of info provided to CBC re. IMSI

"'5 r-,
:' c,o
r "^<5

' ,

•  As the Minister has indicated, Canadian agencies use this technology in compliance with the law and lawful

authorities.

•  I can confirm that the equipment currently being used by CSIS is not capable of intercepting content.

• Without disclosing operational methods, I can say that CSIS, in determining the use of such investigative
techniques, either relied on the authority provided by section 12 of the CSIS Act, or applied for a warrant to the
Federal Court pursuant to section 21 of the Act, depending on the circumstances.

•  However, in January 2017, the Service suspended the use of this technology while we undertake a review of the

conditions and parameters regarding its use.

April 18 and CSIS response April 24th:

1) Why was use of the devices suspended in January 2017?

The policy and procedures for use of MDI devices to support CSIS operations is under internal review. The use of the

devices was suspended until the recommendations of the review are completed.

2) How frequently have these devices been used by CSIS? (I appreciate hard numbers may not be possible... but is it
infrequently, frequently... daily/24/7 at fixed installations...?)

For operational security reasons, CSIS is not prepared to elaborate further on how frequently this technology is used.
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3) As you've acknowledged, CSIS doesn't require warrants every time this technology is deployed. Can you give me a
sense (or #'s?!) on how frequently or infrequently MDI's are used without a warrant?
4) What's the difference of when a warrant is sought - versus not? (I suspect CSIS does not obtain a warrant to simply
collect and identify IMSI/IMEI numbers.... but may need a warrant for Tracking a specific device? But I'm guessing here
... and I'd welcome some insight, or a background chat).

CSIS will apply for warrants where it is required to do so because of the manner and the degree in which an
investigative technique may intrude upon the privacy of a person. In all cases, the Service would also rely on the
authority to conduct investigations that is provided by the CSIS Act, including in particular section 12. For operational
security reasons, the Service is not in a position to further discuss how or why we use this technology.

5) Lastly, can you confirm that the data (including associated data) collected using MDI's has in the past been retained
and inserted into the Operational Data Analysis Centre?

Data collected using MDIs has not been provided to the Operational Data Analysis Centre for analysis.

Director General, Communications | Directeur general. Communications

<0/
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